These ZM Edgelight LED Channel Lights are most commonly used in signs requiring edgelighting, especially those with limited space for backlighting. They are well suited for both fluorescent and neon retrofitting as well as for new projects.

Up to 30 modules of the ZM-6223 can be powered in series and a standard strand provides a continuous 12’ of lighting. Longer segments can be achieved with additional wiring. The ZM-6223 is designed for edge lighting and is intended for installation on the inner top and/or bottom edge of a recessed sign box. Each module has a lens which directs the light into an 18° x 70° beam to provide excellent coverage for rectangular and linear signs.

The ideal depth range for using the ZM-6223 modules is between 2” and 7.75”. Smaller signs can be lit with only 1 row of LEDs while signs over 2’ work best with both top and bottom rows installed.

Diagrams on the following page give installation guidelines for module placement and sign box dimensions.

Additional technical details can be found on the spec sheet on our website: https://www.jklamps.com/pdfs/ZM-6223-CW.pdf
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